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The Elden Ring Online(テレノインレイン) is an action RPG that is free to play. Not only are you a warrior of
the Elden Ring, you also increase your status by visiting a variety of locations and clearing
dungeons. END GAME: If you clear all the dungeons in a dungeon, you obtain a large amount of
equipment that will increase your ability. At the same time, you are invited to clear the dungeons of
the four factions in the Lands Between. When you are completing the quests, you are able to collect
what is called "Pledge Points" by clearing the dungeons. If you collect the required number of Pledge
Points, you are able to obtain powerful weapons, armor, and magic that will help you clear every
dungeon in the game. HOW TO PLAY: Dungeons are created for you by the Dungeon Master. Clear
your enemies by using diverse skills, weapons, and unique characteristics of equipment. In addition
to dungeon-clearing quests, you can also clear the dungeons for faction leaders and other leaders in
the Lands Between. ▶ FACTION LEADERS In the game, multiple factions are present in the Lands
Between. In order to search for the faction leaders, you need to use various dungeons. ■ FACTION
CHART - Aides Type of Leader Dynasty Level Hero ATK DEF HP SAAGK MP AC Can you win a battle
with the Aides? Gai → 70 1197 9936 500,000
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Explore an Open World Full of Discovery
Search, attack and explore an ever expanding world, diverse in setting and character designs, and
containing hills, villages, and dungeons.
Customize Your Characters and Go Your Own Way
Relic Artifact - Delivers Powerful Elemental Magic
Etoile - The True Power of the Elden Ring
Unique Spell System Based on Archetypes
Collect a Variety of Weapons, Armor and Artifacts
Unlock your 'Etoile' Spell with special training
Take on challenging instanced dungeons and bosses that can drop new Relic Items and Etoiles
Much More

Explore the world of Brandish By Six Souls&reg, available for iPhone® 4S/iPod® touch 5 and newer
devices, and iPad® from the App Store!  

Brandish By Six Souls&reg is an epic fantasy action game. You will encounter NPCs, discover dungeons and
story, craft equipment, battle monsters, and partake in the fictional fighting style of Soul Brothers that was
brought over from the Japanese role-playing game genre.

The game is free, with optional purchases available. In-app purchases, such as the free option to try out the
game for 30 minutes, are available.
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- "Rise, Tarnished, and Be Brandished With the Power of the Elden Ring" (GameForce) - "The Elden Ring is
not an RPG. It's different, a game made to express emotions. Even if you don't understand the unique
concepts, this is a game you should try." (Weird Japan) - "I wanted to be able to explore the various settings
and explore and experience things that only experienced characters would be able to do, so the graphics
have been finely crafted."(Vanilladreamworks) - "The story doesn't end up changing in any way, but the
experience you gain, and your ego, swell in order to make everything come together." (D-perk) - "The story
is filled with adventure and the gameplay is excellent, not to mention that the game is utterly beautiful."
(Gematsu) - "It is a game that combines pure combat, RPG and action, while still remaining lighthearted and
fun." (Suzume's PicoPlay) - "I think Tarnished's experience would come out good even if you play as an
Elden; it's really a game with a deep story and high-quality gameplay." (BetterGamer's Betas) - "Gameplay
and story are both first-class; the graphics, music and menus are all excellent." (Game Revolution) - "The
graphics are stunning, the mechanics are streamlined and fast-paced, and the atmosphere is dark and
brooding." (UnknownAnons) - "Even if the frame rate dips a bit, the visuals and sounds are top-notch, and
the game is an absolute blast to play." (UK Gamer) - "There are some hidden things to find out, but it also
has a strong story." (RPGFan) - "Tarnished is a very interesting game that I would recommend to anyone
who enjoys RPGs, action or even just fantasy games." (GameSpot) - "Tarnished is a game unlike any other.
Perhaps you'll have a new favorite action RPG" (GameZone) - "It is a game that has many strong points, but
is certainly not perfect." (Gameskinema.ru) - "Tarnished is a new kind of action RPG that has been gaining
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Elden Ring For PC

Narrative ELDEN RING game: Mastery ELDEN RING game: Character ELDEN RING game: • The Magic
Treasure of the Elden Ring • Crouch to Subdue Enemies • Battle Friends and Enemies in Multiplayer Play
Demo The scenario 1.Unlock the World The days of the Elden Ring's power have passed. The land that once
had a thousand kingdoms now has but a single kingdom. To prevent the end of all life, a powerful entity
known as the Ordinator appeared and banished the people of Elenia back to the Lands Between. As children,
Elenia and her friend Narelle disappeared during a visit to the Everfall, while searching for the forgotten
spectacles of their ancestor. Seventy-seven years later, Narelle decided to return to Elenia with their old
friend, Allea. She had been unable to find her friend in the past decade, but was determined to bring her
back. In the process, they lost track of Elenia. The City of Elezen, the one place in the Lands Between that
provided Elenia's sense of direction, was also being absorbed by the Ordinator's plan to create a "child who
leads this world into oblivion". While they were searching for Allea, the city was completely taken over by
the Ordinator. Feeling alone, they split up. Allea went toward the North and North-East, while Narelle went to
the South. As Narelle traveled, she was attacked by the Ordinator. After falling into a pit, she was taken in
by the Ordinator's legions of black-clad minions. Allea was also kidnapped by a group of minions who looked
similar to Narelle. They were attacked by the aforementioned Ordinator. As Allea and Narelle fought to
escape, Allea was forced to retreat. Seeing the Ordinator turn back to Allea, he ordered that she not be
allowed to leave. Allea was soon taken by Ordinator as a prisoner. Narelle and the minions had their minds
and wills slowly tampered with by the enemy. They began to chant, "Ordinator, give me the power of the
Elden Ring", and then were fully controlled by the Ordinator's Dark Voice and became servants of the
Ordinator. The minions and Narelle used
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The home screen of the smart TV application consists of two main
components: *Browser: App Store and Video Hub The multi-purpose
Wi-Fi Alliance-powered smart home platform bridges devices and
appliances. It seamlessly delivers content from the Video Hub to
connected devices in the home and virtually changes the experience
of TV everywhere. Broadcast TV content can be shared with other
devices by streaming it to the Smart TV. Developer platform Build
System, Scene maker, Home Dashboard and Terminal supports
Android devices or those with web browsers for interaction, while
the iOS and OnHub platforms use Apple iOS or web browsers for
interaction.

Home Dashboard

Calendar: Music and Movies The multi-purpose Wi-Fi Alliance-
powered smart home platform bridges devices and appliances. It
seamlessly delivers content from Music and Movies to connected
devices in the home and virtually changes the experience of TV
everywhere. Broadcast TV content can be shared with other devices
by streaming it to the Smart TV. Developer platform Build System,
Scene maker, Home Dashboard and Terminal supports Android
devices or those with web browsers for interaction, while the iOS
and OnHub platforms use Apple iOS or web browsers for interaction.

Home Dashboard
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